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Abstract: The paper deals with the theoretical and methodological correlation 
between archaeology, Braudel’s structural history and Balkanology. The com
mon denominator and the link between these disciplines is CVijic’s anlhropo- 
geographieal school, and his cultural models, which were the core of the 
hypothetical and paradigmatic cultural models of Balkan prehistory, eon- 
firmed in a number of archaeological projects of the Institute for Balkan 
Studies.

During the late sixties, the need to overeome the traditionalist, 
"eulture-historieal" way of explaining the phenomena in the past re
sulted in a serious crisis of archaeology. The traditional archaeology 
was then criticized among the young, mainly Anglo-Saxon archaeolo
gists, for it was descriptive and offered more or less uniform interpre
tations of archaeological material, reduced to defining cultures, 
influences, migrations and possible cultural diffusion. This criticism of 
the "traditionalist" archaeology, mainly justified, pointed to the fact 
that some of the commonly accepted archaeological conceptions of 
the time had to be reconsidered, and that some of the basic notions in 
use in archaeological literature, such as culture, migration or cultural 
influences, should undergo a thorough revision of meaning and adapt 
to the new theoretical and methodological framework. These were the 
foundations of the New Archaeology, which stressed the need for the 
new explanations of the past and the new archaeological concept. The 
aim was to relate the discipline to the natural sciences and to establish 
universal scientific laws present in human society, analogous with the 
laws of nature. The basic concept of the New Archaeology has been re-
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cently summarized and compared to the traditional archaeological 
system by Colin Renfrew and Paul Balm.1 According to the authors, 
the objective of the New Archaeology was an explanation instead of a 
description, a study of cultural processes instead of cultural history, 
and, in theoretical-methodological aspects, an aspiration towards gen
eralization - deductive instead of inductive method, formulating hy
potheses and models, as well as their testing. For its orientation 
towards cultural processes, this archaeology is also called processual 
archaeology, or functionalist-processual, for its association with the 
functionalist school of anthropologists.

However, the aspiration towards generalization and formula
tion of "laws", based upon the philosophy of science of the American 
philosopher Carl Hempel, did not succeed in solving the basic prob
lems of archaeological interpretation.2 Instead of widening the re
search field, the new archaeology often dwelled upon marginal issues 
and unpurposeful methodological purity, thus creating the "archaeol
ogy of law and order", as ironically put by Kent Flannery.1 Historiog
raphy, somewhat earlier than archaeology, got over the influence of 
Hempel's hypothetical-deductive methods and universal laws, which 
have proven not to be applicable in this field of research cither and 
were severely criticized.4 Anthropologists, from their standpoint, in
spired by their research experience, also pointed to the possible dan
gers of the belated functionalism in archaeology,·'1 but - as is often the 
case - the experience of others rarely proves to be instructive, so ar
chaeology had to fight its own way through the crisis and the miscon
ceptions of the new theoretical view. Anyhow, the theoretical 
dilemma and the need to search for the new pathways in archaeology 
proved to be very productive, and the New Archaeology moved things 
forward, being the generator of the creation of a wide range of new 
concepts in archaeology, some of them stemming from the New Ar
chaeology itself, while the others originated as the opposition to its 
ideas. Some archaeologists have sought for the new theoretical prem
ise in the Marxist or neo-Marxist school, the others in structuralism, 
and yet others in the "historical idealism", thus creating the post -proc
essual alternative/’

Contextual or post-processual archaeology, as defined by Ian 
Hodder, associated archaeology with history after a long pause. The 
main support is found in the historical idealism of the English histo
rian R.G. Collingwood. In his allegiance of archaeology to history. 
Hodder realized and stressed the importance of the "long-term his-

1 C’, Renfrew, P. Bahn, 1991. 35.
2 B. Trigger. 1989. 329-340: M. Ctcb;ihobhTi. 1990, 185-200.
3 K. Flannery, 1973,51.
4 W. Drav, 1969. 106-124: M. Mandelbaum. 1969, 124-140; R. W eingartner. 1969.

140-157/
5 K. Teach, 1973, 761-771.
6 1. Hodder. 1986. 77-169.
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tory" and the French historiographie school of Annales, where the 
idea was conceived.7

The concept of "total history" - including the "long-term history"
- developed by the French historiograhic school of Annales (Annales 
d ’historié économique et sociale) was bound to influence archaeology 
which also aspires to study "total" past. The school ot Annales was 
formed, although under a different name, in the late twenties by the 
works of Lucien Febvre and Mare Bloch. They provided the outlines 
of the new "total" history, heavily influenced by the philosophy and so
ciology of Lmile Durkheim and the geography of Paul Vidal de la 
Blache and his journal Annales de géographie, as well as the ideas of 
the new historical synthesis developed by Henri Berr. The term "total 
history" encompasses a range of phenomena much wider than the eve
ryday political history and forms a synthesis of different geographical, 
social, economic, psychological elements of the past. Synthetic and in
terdisciplinary approach has enabled the Annalists to consider the "to
tality" of lives of people in the past and to take a different attitude 
towards "events" in history, now envisaged in connection to the wider 
historical motions, conditioned by collective psychology (mentality), 
geographical setting, industry and society.'1

Fernand Braudel further developed this intercourse of social, 
economic and geographic conditions with history in his famous work 
The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II 
(1949) The ideas of the Vrcmh Annalists have become widely popu
lar due to this renowned book, whose main character is not the mighty 
Spanish king of the XVI century, but the Mediterranean itself, the 
lands around it and the people who have lived on its shores. It may 
well be said that Braudel, although the most famous among the A n
nalists, belongs to the second generation, after Fehvre and Bloch, and 
before Jacques Le Goff and Lmmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, who have 
continued the prolific activity of the school. Fernand Braudel con
ceived and studied history in three distinct planes. The first plane is 
the "long-term" history: "The static history of man envisaged through 
the relations to his environment; this history evolves slowly and very 
often includes persistent retrogressions, the everlasting circles, always 
beginning anew".10 This history of the slow rhythm, or long-term his
tory, is not a simple geographical setting of historical events, but in
cludes cultural and historical dimensions and synthesis of 
geographical and natural elements as well. It encompasses geology, 
climatology and geomorphology and, on the other hand, demographic 
movements, agriculture, commerce, trade routes, crafts etc. The other 
plane of Braudel's study is the middle-term history: "social history,

7 1. Hodder. 1987, 1-8.
S A. MhtpodhIi , 1992,871-376.
9 F. Braudel, 1990.
10 <JX EpoflcJi, 1992. 45.
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history of groups and populations".11 This social history of "groups 
and populations" shows social and economic structures formed under 
the influence of natural conditions, demographic and economic 
changes, slow but visible changes in mentality and attitudes of socie
ties, states and civilizations. According to Braudel, these depersonal
ized, collective, but dated forces, as denoted by Febvre,1- reflect the 
waves from the depths, that influence the entire life. Among these 
forces coming from the depths, acting upon groups and between 
groups. Braudel identified the most important factors (conjunctures), 
such as growth and decline of population, market supply and demand, 
increase and deerease of prices, technological and geographical dis
coveries. the appearance of new commodities, and the impact of these 
factors upon the totality of a society, way of life and historical mo
tions. Historical events, immediate political history and the persons 
shaping it form the third historical plane of Braudel's system, and his 
third historical time: "short-term history". "The traditional history, the 
history according to the perception of an individual,... history of 
events....the vibrant surface of history, the waves caused by forceful 
tides. This is the history replete of short, quick, forceful oscillations".11 
Braudel described these events as sparkles lighted up only when all 
the necessary conditions arc fulfilled, not sooner or later. All the 
three planes make up the "total history", although in the later works of 
Braudel the stress is put on the long-term history of the slow rhythm, 
ie. on the questions of demography, economy and psychology that 
shape the history.

The focus of Braudel's research, as, for that matter, of all the 
Annalists, is on structure, not process.14 Therefore, it docs not come 
as a surprise that the paradigm of Annales appeared in archaeology 
preeisely in the moment where the alternative models for challenging 
proccssual archaeology were sought for. The school of Annales of
fered to archaeologists a new angle, hitherto neglected by the theo
retical models, the one pointed towards continuity, not towards 
discontinuity and changes. The traditional culture-historical model 
paid attention to culture changes and explained them mainly in terms 
of migrations and influences; the proccssual archaeology was con
cerned with adaptive and systemic changes, and the Marxist and neo
Marxist archaeology with changes derived from social controversies 
and hidden ideology. As opposed to these approaches based upon the 
study of changes, the long-term history demonstrated that it is possi
ble, even in archaeology, to focus upon continuity and perennial struc
tures in the past.15 In Ian lloddcr's book Reading the Past ( lhHb) the 
importance of long-term history is pointed out. but more attention is

IJ 3> EpoAcji, 1992.46.
12 J Bintliff, 1991. 7.
13 <P. EpoACA. 1992.46.
14 A. MHTpoiiHti, 1992. 381.
15 1. Hmldcr. 1986, SO.
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paid to Collingwood's "historical idealism" and to the search tor the 
ideas of social and symbolic context in the past. However, a year later 
I Iodder edited the book Archaeology as Long-Term Histoiy (19X7). 
where the importance of the school ai Annales and Braudel's work is 
fully acknowledged, first of all in I Ladder's introductory paper.16 Fur
thermore. Braudel's model entered archaeology due to the center-pe
riphery concept, designed to explain culture contacts and trade, 
particularly on long distances. The archaeological concept of center- 
periplieiy is based upon the ideas of the historian Emmanuel Waller
stein. whose works, as well as Braudel's, treat the history of the XVI 
and XVII centuries. The cenler-peripheiy concept involves a large eco
nomic system ("world system"), comprising several cultures, with its 
center and periphery being economically and culturally interrelated.17 
Braudel's idea of mutual dependence of economic and social struc
tures in the Mediterranean and their slow change, influenced deeply 
the theoretical concept of eenter-periphery.lx His model of complex 
Mediterranean economic and social structure was even used as an 
analogy for commercial and social relations between the Celtic 
Europe and the Mediterranean in the late Hallstatt period.19 The im
portance of the school ai Annales for archaeology is further pointed 
out in the publication The Annales School and Archaeology (1991), 
where the editor and the author of the introductory essay, John Bin- 
tliff. strongly stresses Braudel's argument that the whole human activ
ity is aimed primarily at communicating through time and at 
maintaining or enlarging its area. Bintliff considers this Braudel's 
model of communication especially important for archaeologists, due 
to the fact that the objective of any archaeological research is princi
pally the attempt to understand, that is to communicate with the mak
ers of the material remains of the past.20

The archaeology in Yugoslavia has not been in the epicenter of 
the methodological dispute over the last twenty years. Strongly at
tached to the traditionalist archaeology and the methodological con
cept of the German archaeological school, Yugoslav archaeology 
tentatively and gradually accepted the essence of the new theoretical 
breakthroughs and the main results of the New Archaeology. The more 
elusive methodological arguments and researches in American and 
West-European archaeology - that sometimes traced the new routes 
of research and fresh angles of observation and interpretation, but 
sometimes also resulted in fashionable, but vain methodological at
tempts - left no visible impact upon Yugoslav archaeology. However, 
some archaeologists from these parts showed affinity for connecting 
their research to other related disciplines, above all history and eth-

16 1. Plodder. 1987.
17 M. Rowlands, 1987; T. Champion, 1989.
18 M. Rowlands 1987.
19 P. Brun, 1994.
20 .1. Bintliff. 1991. 13.
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nology. This trend is most noticeable in the archaeological researches 
dealing with Balkanology, thus approaching the Yugoslav archaeology 
to the new theoretical concepts of the European archaeology, first of 
all to the one based upon the concept of "long-term" history. This 
theoretical trend of a part of the Yugoslav archaeology, stemming 
from the interdisciplinary character of Balkanology itself, has not 
been methodologically explicated so far.

Balkanology is an interdisciplinary research field, dealing with 
the Balkan Peninsula as a distinct cultural, historical, linguistic and 
geopolitical entity. Developed by the end of the XIX century, initially 
oriented towards linguistic research, synchronic and diachronic com
parative analyses of the Balkan languages. Balkanology expanded its 
field of research to the questions of history, ethnography, literature, 
history of art of the Balkan peoples. Archaeological research forms an 
essential part of thus formulated comparative study of Balkanology 
and is particularly present in the Yugoslav Balkanology. The Institute 
for Balkan Studies of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Bel
grade, as well as the former Center for the Balkanological Research 
of the Academy of Sciences and Arts of Bosnia-Herzegovina in Sara
jevo. are among the rare Balkanological institutions paying the due at
tention to the archaeological component of the research of the 
Balkans. This wide research concept of the Yugoslav Balkanology is 
the result of the fact that it is based upon the tradition of Serbian his
toriography and ethnography, as well as upon the principles of the an- 
thropogeographical school of Jovan Cvijih.

As early as the end of the XIX century, the great Serbian histo
rian and statesman Stojan Novakovih (1847-1915) confronted the pre
vailing methodological concept of the time by arguing tor the 
interdisciplinary approach to history, involving history itself, history of 
law. ethnography, geography and economy. Novakovih applied this in
terdisciplinary, Balkanological approach in writing his study Selo (Vil
lage). planned as a part of the larger project Narod i zemlja u staroj 
srpskoj državi (People and Land of the Old Serbian State). At the time 
when only the historical sources contemporaneous to the events dc- 
seribed were acknowledged as scientifically valid, he was eriticized for 
exercising "historical ethnography".21 The modern historiography 
highly appraises the methodological approach of Novakovih, stressing 
his successful comprehension of the "long-term" historical phenomena 
that enabled him to form the integral picture of the Balkan history.22 
The later generations of historians, from Konstantin Jirehek. Jovan 
Radonjić, Vasa Cubrilovic. Jorjo Tadic, Alcksa Ivih, to Radovan 
Samardžie and many more younger scholars, have followed this Bal
kanological orientation founded by Novakovih, that has given grounds 
to archaeologists to pay attention to the "long-term" phenomena. It is

21 V. J;igić. 1,893, 108-117.
22 C. TiiipKomih. 1965, JO-11; P. CaMtipuuh, 1966, 24-26.
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noteworthy that most of these hisotrians, as well as some of their dis
ciples. based their work upon the researehes in the Arehive of Dub
rovnik, the very same institution that has enabled Braudel to envisage 
more clearly the "long-term history" of the Mediterranean: "1 still viv
idly remember the exhilaration felt when, in 1934, I diseovered in 
Dubrovnik the miraculous documents from Ragusa: at last, they 
spoke of ships, leases, merchandise, insurance, trade... For the first 
time, the Mediterranean of the XVI century was before my eyes."23 
Some of these historians-Balkanologists, such as Radovan Samardzic, 
one of the directors of the Institute for Balkan Studies in Belgrade, 
were direct Braudel's disciples, thus forming just one of the many 
links connecting Balkanology with the French historiographic school 
of Annah's.

Another among those links between Balkanology, the Balkan 
archaeology and the interdisciplinary research of the long-term struc
tures is the anthropogeographical school of Jovan Cvijie. Jovan Cvijie 
(1865-1927), the founder of modern Serbian geography and anthropo- 
geography, one of the leading geographers of his time, laid in his ex
tensive scholarly opus the cornerstone of the modern Balkanology. 
Spending his life pondering over the physical and cultural geography 
of the Balkans, in his capital work Balkamko poluostrvo (The Balkan 
Peninsula. 1918. 1922-1. 1931-11) he synthetized the whole new area of 
research - the anthropogeography of the Balkans.24 Treating the Bal
kan Peninsula as the unique entity of nature and culture. Cvijie 
equally used the results of geoinorphologieal, as well as historical, eth
nological and anthropogeographical researehes. lie  captured all the 
complexity and correlation between geoinorphologieal traits, hidrol- 
ogy and natural environment in general, with cultural history, the way 
of life, the character of settlements, the way of production, cultural ar
eas and even the mentality and the physical traits of the inhabitants.

Cvijic's approach to culture as a nucleus of anthropogeographi
cal research drifted him apart from the then dominant Ratzel's geo
graphically deterministic anthropogeographical school. Cvijie himself 
clearly stated his parting with Ratzcl in the introduction to the French 
edition of The Balkan Peninsula: "This endeavour was even harder 
due to the fact that my concept of human geography differs signifi
cantly from the one formulated in the important works of Ratzel and 
.lean Brun. I have always thought that they exclude man from human 
geography and that they do not pay enough attention to the questions 
common to geography and sociology, but which cannot be overlooked 
by geography."25 The association of natural and social sciences into an 
unique science about man and his environment, argued for by Cvijie, 
is rightly considered as one of the most important methodological

23 O. Bpo,ac.n. 1992, 17,
24 ,1. Llimjnh, 1987.
25 .1. ( vijic. 1918, 11: Zl. HeneJbKouHti. 1968. 13.
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turning-points in geography.26 This attitude approached him to the 
French geographical school of Vidal de la Blache and to the historiog
raphic school of the Annales, itself in the formative period at the time 
of publishing of the French edition of The Balkan Peninsula (1918). 
Lucien Febvre, the disciple of Vidal de la Blache, built his synthesis of 
geography and history (geohistory), later developed and elaborated by 
Braudel, precisely by criticizing Ratzel's geographical determinism.27 
Febvre wrote in 1920, rejecting the geographical determinism, that 
there are no necessities, but only possibilities, as well as that the natural 
environment influences man indirectly, via social structures and 
ideas.28 Incidentally, Cvijic was summoned by Vidal de la Blache to 
hold a course on geography of the Balkan Peninsula at Sorbonne, dur
ing the World War I (1917 and 1918), and, in 1918, his book The Bal
kan Peninsula was published in Paris.29 Predrag Novakovic, who was 
the first to explicitly associate Cvijic, Braudel and the school of A n
nales and to point to the archaeological aspect of their theories, spoke 
of the indirect connection between Cvijic and Braudel, via the French 
geographical possibilistic school of Vidal dc la Blache, but cautiously 
left impending the supposition that the Serbian geographer might 
have influenced his French colleagues in a direct manner, by his lec
tures in Paris and the book published in French.30

By the conspicuous interdisciplinary character of his work Cvijic 
profoundly influenced the discipline of Balkanology, especially its his
toriographical and ethnological aspects. His research into migrations 
in the Balkans, origins of population and settlements, in many aspects 
remained unsurpassed until today, and his study Uputstva za ispitivanje 
naselja i psihickih osobina (Instructions for the Research of Settlements 
and Psychical Characteristics, 1911) is the necessary literature for the 
generations of ethnographers. The intertwining of social and natural 
sciences in the anthropogeographical synthesis of Cvijic, as well as his 
bend towards sociology, built solid cultural and anthropological 
framework of Balkanology as a scientific discipline. Cvijic's concept of 
cultural belts (zones of civilization) of the Balkans illustrates the fact 
vividly. His concept of cultural belts has nothing in common with the 
German school of cultural circles (Kulturkreisreihe), whose method 
was to cluster different peoples and cultural phenomena into unique 
group according to some superficial formal similarities.31 Cultural 
belts, as seen by Cvijic, present a wide historical-geographical synthe
sis, in which a decisive role is played by geographical and geomor
phological factors, an idea later developed by American 
athropologists in their theory of culture areas and culture change, very

26 A. HeaejbicoBHti. 1968; A. CTojKoBHh. 1982, 438-439.
27 A. MHTpoBHh. 1992, 377.
28 J. BintlilT, 1991.11.
29 P. Vujević, 1957. 10.
30 P. Novaković. 1992, 23.
31 M. Filipović. 1968. 34.
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influential in modern archaeology.32 Cvijic saw the cultural belts as a 
dynamic correlation of geomorphological and cultural phenomena. 
The Balkans, being the perennial junction of civilizations and the 
place of their contacts, saw an apparently discontinuous history of 
civilization.33 This situation, according to Cvijic, led to the creation of 
the distinct cultural belts in the Balkans, such as the belt of the trans
formed Byzantine civilization, the belt of Turkish oriental influences, 
the belt of Western civilization and the belt of the patriarchal regime, 
whose actor mainly was the Dinaric anthropological type and to which 
Cvijic paid special attention.34 This division in its criterion and charac
ter fully corresponds to the comparative synchronic and diachronic 
approach of the modern Balkanology, for it is not based upon na
tional elements, but stresses the existent cultural and ethnic influences 
and civilizational zones in certain geographical units.35 The sharp ob
servations on cultural belts made by Cvijic bear obvious anthropologi
cal, and even archaeological dimension. Me pointed that the span of 
the cultural belts does not depend solely upon geographical factors, 
but that they expand and recede, as dynamic cultural organisms. It is 
noteworthy to cite his "geological" - or archaeological - paradigm on 
cultures that lie one above the other as geological layers, or get mutu
ally intertwined, but it still is possible to distinguish the areas where 
one of the cultures made more impact than the other.36 This idea has 
not roused the attention of archaeologists, although the more minute 
analysis of distribution of distinct prehistoric or historic cultures and 
civilizations would certainly show certain approximations to the cul
tural belts described by Cvijic.

It is well known that Cvijic paid attention to the "psychical 
types" of the Balkan population, an endeavour characterized by the 
later scholars as the most daring, although the most disputable of all 
his scientific conclusions.37 Strictly following his scientific principle, 
Cvijic saw the geomorphological traits of the terrain as the leading 
reference for determining certain types: "It may be concluded, based 
upon experience and knowledge, that certain psychical characteristics 
are related to respective geographically individualized areas".38

The method of studying psychological types of population and 
associating them with certain geographic areas was applied in the 
French geographical school by Vidal de la Blache and his disciples, 
such as Lueicn Febvre.39 The study of "mentality" thus became an im
portant methodological aspect, characteristic of the Annales school 
and its followers of all generations. Braudel treated "mentality" as one

32 C. ToKapcB, 1982; M. <PnjiHnoBnti, 1968.34-35; P. Novakovic. 1992. 19-22.
33 A. Palavestra, 1981, 14.
34 J. LUHjHti, 1987a, 69-81.
35 A. Palavestra. 1981,14.
36 J. UnHjHl). 1987a, 70; M. <Pnjinnoisnh, 1968, 34-35.
37 C.ToKapeB, 1981.364.
38 A. Palavestra, 1981. 15.
39 X. Choh, 1921, 276-287; A. CtoikobhIi ,1982.
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of the structures active in the planes of long- and middle-term history. 
The treatment of "mentality" as a structure dependent upon geogra
phy, but also upon culture, the way it was conceptualized in the A n
nales school, as well as in the works of Cvijie, has become increasingly 
appealing for archaeologists. John Bintliff stresses that the mutual in
fluence of the way of thinking and believing of a group, and a histori
cal process, in all of the three planes of structural history, is a crucial 
concept that may well overcome the mechanistic and deterministic 
tendencies both in the history of the Annales school and the New Ar
chaeology.40 Predrag Novakovie, on the other hand, points to the 
analysis of psychical types performed by Cvijie and argues for relating 
it to archaeological models and research. The hint made by Novakovie 
on analogies between the Hallstatt society with the tribal system of 
Montenegro and a kind of prestige gift economy that existed among 
them, may be especially interesting.41

Although archaeology rarely explieitcly stated its theoretical 
links to the anthropogeographical school of Cvijie, numerous archeo
logical projects of the Institute for Balkan Studies. Belgrade, used his 
cultural models - as well as the models of Balkanological ethnography 
and historiography - in forming hypothetical and paradigmatic cul
tural models of prehistory of the Balkans. _

The research of the prehistoric settlements in the microregion 
of the Ribarska river near Krusevac (central Serbia), undertaken in 
1985 and 1986 by the Institute for Balkan Studies, was well founded 
upon the models akin to the "long-term history".42 The starting suppo
sition was that the existing ethnographic and historical data on the 
pre-industrial village of the central Balkans may provide for forming 
hypotheses on the prehistoric habitation of the region. These hy
potheses were to be tested by the planned archaeological field re
search. The model of "rural continuity" was based upon the 
presumptions on economic rationalism both in prehistoric and his
toric times. The idea itself of the continuity of the basic productive 
and economic realities of the rural life in the Balkans was implicitly 
present earlier, in the ethnographic sources of the anthropo
geographical school of Cvijie, but also in the archaeological synthesis 
of the Balkanic prehistory. Ethnographic and historical material 
pointed to the existence of two distinct socio-economic systems in this 
area during the Middle Ages and the pre-industrial modern period: 
sedentary agriculture and nomadic cattle-breeding - as well as to the 
specific respective criteria in choosing a habitation. By comparing the 
known data on geographical setting of the prehistoric habitations and 
the economy in certain stages of prehistory with the ethnographic ma

in J. ninlliff, 1991. 11.
41 P. Novakovie. 1992. 26.
42 A. Dankoff. A. Palavestra. 1986: A. Palavestra. A. Henkot, 1986: A. Palavestra. A.

Benkof. 1986a.
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terial, the archaeological models of habitation in the prehistory of the 
central Balkans were formed. This method, based upon the combined 
ethnographic, anthropogeographic and archaeological data, pointed 
to the three elementary models of habitation in the prehistory of the 
Morava River valley and central Serbia in prehistory.

During the Vinca period (Late Neolithic), the model assumed 
sedentary sites at the fringes of the alluvia along the middle course of 
smaller rivers, at certain distance from the Morava valley itself. The 
land was suitable there for mattock agriculture, and the wooded lake 
terraces next to alluvium offered hunting and gathering possibilités, as 
well as good pastures for herds. Lneolithic and Larly Bronze Age set
tlements. according to the model, were small and scattered (the 
starovlaski type of village by Cvijic), that may well have been the con
sequence of the greater self-sufficiency of households and the orienta
tion towards nomadic cattle-breeding. The diverse agriculture 
required other criteria in choosing the site of habitation, now more 
frequent in upper streams of smaller rivers, and on moderate altitudes 
above the lake terraces. During the Late Bronze and Larly Iron Ages 
the model assumed several different types of habitation, as a conse
quence of the appearance of the specialized groups of cattle-breeders, 
proeuring animal products for the larger sedentary agricultural popu
lation. The development of such a symbiotic system, in whieh the cat
tle-breeders practised the horizontal nomadic large-scale movements, 
as well as the ones on short distances, resulted in the appearance of at 
least three distinct types of habitation. The first type is a cattle-breed
ers' habitation near to summer pastures in mountains, the second type 
- the ones near winter pastures in planes and river valleys, and the 
third type is sedentary agricultural habitation. The latter, archaeologi
cally the most readily recognized, might have been hierarchically or
ganized. The model assumed their position on limits between two or 
more eeologieal zones (sueh as forest fringe), as well as by the main 
eommunications, although they retained the diffuse (starovlaski) pat
tern. The archaeological field research and the testing of the model 
have proven the presumptions on type and position of the Neolithic 
settlements, as well as the ones of the Late Bronze and Early Iron 
Ages.43

Another archaeological model founded upon the principles of 
Cvijic's anthropogeography of the Balkans and the results of his 
school, dealt with the phenomenon of the princely tombs of the Early 
Iron Age in the central Balkans and the prestige goods exchange.44 
The geographical distribution of the rich princely tombs, as well as the 
character of the luxury items imported from the Mediterranean, sug
gested the importanee that communieations and the control over

43 A. Bankoff, A. Palavestra. 1986; A. Palavcslra. A. Boukof. 1986; A. Palavestra. A. Benkof, 1986a.
44 A. Palavcslra. 1989; A. Palavestra. 1993. 281-288; and 1994.
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them had in this epoch of the history of the Balkans. The works of 
Jovan Cvijic. as well as other anthropogeographers, ethnographers 
and historians, have offered the abundant material on the main natu
ral communications connecting the Adriatic (and the Mediterranean) 
with the Balkan hinterland. The three main routes, in use for centu
ries, were: Via Egnatia, from Drac, via Ohrid to Thessaloniki; the 
Skhoder-Prizren route from Lcsh and Skhoder to Metochia and 
Kosovo; and, finally, the Dubrovnik route, over Trebinje to Novi I'azar 
and western Serbia. The princely tombs are situated not only along 
these routes, but on their most important junctions. Such a distribu
tion of the princely tombs pointed to the specific mode of trade in 
central Balkans in the Early Iron Age. The supposed way of life of the 
paleo-Balkan tribes, including permanent mobility, nomadism and a 
specific type of settlement, does not imply the development of promi
nent redistributive centers. On the contrary, the distribution of the 
rich tombs points to the caravan-trade in prehistory, the same as is 
well known to have been operating along these same routes during 
the Roman, medieval, and even modern times. It was probably the 
caravan-trade model that included the control and "possesion" of 
routes. The princes of the central Balkans had abundant goods to of
fer in exchange for the Mediterranean luxury, offered to them both 
for economic and political reasons.45 The review of the goods ex
ported from this region during the Middle Ages may offer a fairly ex
act approximation of the merchandise exchanged in prehistory. The 
list includes hides, wool, furs, cattle, wax. honey, but also some rare 
plants, pigments and slaves. This model of trade has been shaped on 
the basis of the distribution of the princely tombs and the recent re
search of society and economy of the prehistoric l-iurope in the first 
millenium B.C.46 However, the basic structure of the model, as well as 
the material itself, was provided by the works of Jovan Cvijic and his 
disciples among the Yugoslav historians and ethnographers.47

While conceptualizing a theoretical model or an interpretation 
of the finds from the Balkans, archaeologists may always consult virtu
ally infinite material recorded by Cvijic and the researchers of his an
thropological school, respectively geographers, historians or 
ethnologists. Accordingly, the researchers of the Mediterranean al
most always can count on useful and beneficial hints from Braudel's 
material. However, it would be extremely erroneous and superfieial to 
consider the Balkanology of Cvijie. or its counterpart. Braudel's "total 
history", as a collection of suitable analogies and examples. The con
cepts of Cvijic and Braudel offer a greater challenge to archaeologists. 
This theoretical system is a signpost to the discovery of enduring and 
deeply hidden struetures of the past. These structures are not definite

45 S. Unhid 1990.
46 K. Kristiansen. J. Jensen, eds.. 1994.
47 A. Palavestra. 1989.
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or eternal, but stagnant and inert. Arehaeology. together with other 
related disciplines, may render a part of these structures and the 
rhythm of their slow motions visible and comprehensive.

Translated by Stasa Babic

A P X E O J io r a jA ,  b a j i k A H O Ji o r n i a  h  m c t o p h j a  j i y r o r
TPA.I A H )A

P e t n m e

EaaKaHoaonija je HHTepaHcminaiiHapHa HayHHa o6jiacT Koja ce 6aitn Eojikuh- 
ckiim noayocrpitoM Kao noceGnoM kya i ypiioiicropii jckom , auHrimcTHiKOM li reonoan- 
tiimkom uejiiiHOM HacTaaa KpajeM XIX a noieTKOM X X  iteKa, y noieTKy yraaitHOM 
ycuepeHa Ha aiiHnnicTiiiKa npoyiaitaiba, ciiHxpoiiiiiHe h aiijaxpoHMiHe KOMnapaTinme 
aHaJiiiae 6aJiKaHCKH\ jeaiiKa, 6aaKaHoaoriija je y XX iseKy npoLunpiuia cnoje o6jiacTH 
HCTpa>KHiiaH>a h Ha miTaH>a vicropuje, eTHorpacjMije, kh>h >KeitHOCTH, HCTopiije VMenio- 
c m ,  6ajiKaHCKHX Hapoaa. npoyiaitaH.e 6ajiKaHCKe apxeoaornje y CKaony onaKiiiix k o m - 
napaTHiiHiix cTyanja aaHac je ita>KaH acneKT GaaKaHoaoi iije, noce6HO 3acTyna>eH y jyro- 
cJiOBeHCKoj BaaKaHoaoriijii EaaKaHoaouiKii HHCTHTyT C A H Y  (E eorp a a ),  Kao 11 He- 
kaaaimbii UeHTap aa 6aJiKaHOJioiUKa iicniiTiutaiba A H Y E i i X  (Capajeuo), Met)y peTKHM 
cy 6ajiKaHOJiOLUKHM 11HctmTyu 11 jaMa y ciieiy Koje cy oByxnaTaae u apxeoaom jy h no- 
Citefniitaae hcjihky na>KH>y apxeoaouiKiiM n poyiaitaH.ilMa BaaKana. 3a ouaKaii LUMpoK 
HCTpaaciusaiKii cneKTap jyrocaoneHCka 6aaKaHoaonija mo aye aa aaxnaaii, liaMefjy ocTa- 
aor, H HHH>eHiiun aa je yTeMea>eHa Ha npiiHuiimiMa aHTpoiioreorpacjicKe uiKoae JonaHa
Ltimjiit’ .

JoitaH IJitHjiili ( 1865- 1927), ocHintai MoaepHe cpnCKe reorpactnije u aHTponoreo- 
rpai|)nje, jeaaH oa iioaetmx reorpacha citor a o 6a. nocTuimo je y cnoMe neaiiKOM HayiHOM 
onyev TeMea.e MoaepHe 6aaKaHoaornje. Lteaoi aymiora HaaHeceH Haa npo6aeMHMa 
chiiaiiiKe u KyaTypHe reorpacjwje BaaKana, Koje je cyMiipao y chom KamiTaaHOM aeay 
Ewikuhcko nojiyocmptio ( 1918, 1922 - 1, 1931 - 11), UiiiijuTi je ciii n e m  toitao niTaity hohv 
HayKy - aHTponoreorpac|5iijy BaaKana riocMaTajytiii BaaKaHCKO noayocTpito Kao jeaHH- 
CTiieHy ueaiiHy npiipoae h KyaType, Ijiiiijuti ce cayacno y noajeaHakoj Mepii peayaTani- 
m;i reoMopcj)oaoujKHX Kao ii iicTopiijcKiix, eTHoaouiKiix n aHTponoreorpacjycKiix 
HCTpatKiiiiaiba. Y o m o  je city noiteiaHocT reoMopcjxiaoiiJKii x oco6iiHa, xiiapoaonije n 
npiipoaHe cpeaiiHe yonuiTe, ca kyaTypHOM ncTopiijoM, HaiiiHOM acimoTa, KapaKTepoM 
Hacejba, HaiiiHOM npiiupetiuitaiba, KyaTypmiM liojaceitiim;i , oniopeHouitiy nan taiitope- 
Hoiufiy HeKe cpeaime, na ii MeHTaaiiTeTOM h iuiixiihkiim oco6 iiHaMa CTaHobhhLUTita. 
liinijiitieiio caraeaaiiaHie Kyjimype. Kao jeirpa am  p onoreoipaijicKor npoyiaiiaH>a yaaaai-  
ao ra je oa,  Taaa aoMiinaHTiie, Paueaoite reoipacjjcKii aeTepMiimiCTiiiKe aHTponoreo- 
rpacjycKe uiKoae. Y  TeopiijcKOM cMiicay, Mory ce yoiHTH MHore cpoaHocm lUMetjy 
tfiiiijiitieiie aHTponoreorpac|5CKe uiKoae ii c|5paHiiycKe ucTopnorpac|jCKe uiKoae Anwta, 
HapoiiiTO Epoaeaoite "iicTopiije ayroi (ii cpeaiber) Tpajaiba".

JyrocaoiteHCKa 6aaKaHoaoriija ynpaiio ce patitHjaaa Ha ocHoitaMa tb ana, neoMa 
cpoaHa TeopwjcKa CHCTeMa - Ltwijiitieiie aHTpoiioreorpac|5CKe LUKoae, Koja je H3Heapiiaa 
6aakaHoaornjy, ii "iicTopiije ayror Tpajaiba" ta Kojy ce aaaarao join CrojaH HoitaKomiTi, 
a y iiaitecHoj Mepn H Epoaeaoite uiKoae, Koja je YTimaaa Ha 6aaKanoaouiKy ncTopno- 
rpacjaijy. Hiije cayia jH o aa je ocHintai ii npmi aiipeKTop BaaKaHoaouiKor iiHcniTyTa 
C A H Y  6no Unujiitieit yieHHK H caea6eHiiK Baco 4 y 6pnaoiinti, a aa je iberoit Hacaea- 
HiiK Ha MecTy aiipeKTOpa HCTe iiHCTHTymije, 6no PaaoitaH CaMapuiiti. Epoaeaoit TjaK.

HaKO je apxeoaoruja y OKitiipy 6aaKaHoaorn je peTKO eKcnaiiunpaaa Cbojy Teo- 
piijcKy noiteaaHOCT ca UitnjntieuoM aHTpoiioreorpatfiCKOM uiKoaoM, y itimie apxeo- 
aoLUKiix npojeKaTa BaaKaHoaouiKor IiHcniTyTa C A H Y ,  IfmiiiitieiiH KyaTypim Moaeaii
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(11 Moaean 6ajiKaHOJioEiiKe eTHOJiorHje h ncTop«orpa(J)nje), ynpauo cy n o c a y x a i jiii aa 
(J>opMnpan,e xiinoTeraHKiix h napaanrM;itckhx KyjiTypmix nioaeJia GajiKaHCKe npaiicro- 
piije (Fla^anecTpa 1981, 1989. 1993, 1994; BeHKOiJ) h FhmaBecTpa 1986 ). y  TpeHyTKy 
Kana ce apxeoJiornja oicpefie Bpoaejionoj McTopnorpacJ)njn h napa.autmii Anojia. Kao 
MoryHoj 6a an hobux h h Tep n p eTaTH bh h x m oae/ia, U. Biijuti eisa amponoreorpacficKa uikoji.i 
h 6ajiKaHoaouiKa apxeoJiorHja Mory 6htii, y HajMatfcy pyKy, KopncHii canyTHHUH.
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